Course Offerings
SPRING/
SUMMER 2018

ENGL 100 Critical Reading and
Writing I

English

ENGL110-L70 Critical Reading &
Writing II

Instructor TBD		
- C40 CRN 20730		

May-June
MTWR 0930-1100

Credence McFadzean
- L40 CRN 20731		

May-June
MTWR 1100-1215

Instructor TBD		
- C70 CRN 20889		

July-August
MTWR 0930-1045

Kathryn MacLennan
- L70 CRN 20890		

July-August
MTWR 1100-1215

Anne James
CRN 20893		

July-August
MTWR 1230-1345

History

HIST 116-C70 Issues in World History
Instructor TBD		
CRN 20899			

July-August
TR 1000-1230

An exploration of major themes, periods and events in World History, this course introduces
students to the methods and sources of historical study, familiarizes them with significant
historical developments in global history, and encourages them to make comparisons
between civilizations.

MATH 110-L40 Calculus I
Shuchita Sharma		
CRN 20789			

Mathematics

May-June
MTWR 1230-1345

Nonprofit Sector
Leadership & Innovation

NSLI 320-L70 Nonprofit Advocacy
Instructor TBD		
CRN 20922			

July-August
MW 1800-2045

Theoretical and practical consideration of nonprofit advocacy work, including power
structures and systems, government structures, community development and organizing,
and networking and engaging community residents to achieve changes in public policies
and programs and to educate about societal problems. Legal restrictions on charities’
advocacy are examined.

NSLI 330-L40 Nonprofit Communications
Instructor TBD		
CRN 20796			

May-June
TR 1800-2045

Communications with the general public, governments, other nonprofits, businesses,
media, funders and donors in order to build intentional relationships are explored. Theory
and practice are integrated in examining relationships and accountabilities. New
perspectives on social media, virtual/public presence, branding, key messages, and timesensitive response mechanisms are discussed.

NSLI 340-L70 Nonprofit Program Planning
Instructor TBD		
CRN 20923			

July-August
TR 1800-2045

Effective program planning and evaluation based on understanding the shifting external
environment in which staff and volunteers operate, as well as their internal environment.
Includes mixed methods research; external environment trend analyses and projections;
internal organization database management and analytic strategies; program evaluation
and decision-making models; and special projects management.

NSLI 350-L40 Nonprofit Finance/Philanthropy
Instructor TBD		
May-June
CRN20797			MW 1800-2045

Financial management and philanthropy, focusing on diverse funding sources and
formulas: governments, donors, corporate sponsorships, fundraising, social enterprises, etc.
Introduction to financial monitoring systems, roles in nonprofit organizations, creating and
monitoring annual budgets, internal and external reports and procedures, cost accounting
methods, long range financial planning, building capacity for innovation.

This course is a continuation of Mathematics of Finance I and covers more advanced
topics ranging from the theory of interest to principles of corporate finance. Specific topics
include bonds, securities, analysis of risk and basic principles of pricing theory.
*Must also register in MATH 110-L41 (Lab)
CRN 20790			
T 1400-1450
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Philosophy

PHIL 150 Critical Thinking

Religious Studies

Critical thinking—also called logic—is the study of how to distinguish good reasoning from
bad, correct thinking from incorrect. It’s a little like grammar: we use it all the time, usually
without thinking about it. But like grammar, critical thinking involves universal rules that you
may not be familiar with. Studying these rules will help you to use them more effectively,
and so to become a better thinker.
Instructor TBD			May-June
-C40 CRN 20798			
MTWR 0930-1100

RLST 100 Introduction to Religious Studies

An introduction to the academic study of religion; a survey of the thought and practices
of major world religions; the impact of religion on society and culture.
Instructor TBD			May-June
- C40 CRN 20810			
MTWR 0930-1100
Michelle Folk			July-August
- L70 CRN 20931			
MTWR 0930-1045

Instructor TBD			July-August
-L70 CRN 20925			
MTWR 1100-1215

PSYC 101-L70 Introductory
Psychology A
Susan Weir		
CRN 20928		

Psychology

July-August
MW 1900-2145

An introduction to the social science
aspects of psychology, including the study
of adjustment, disorders, development,
personality and the social environment of
the person.

PSYC 102 Introductory Psychology B

An introduction to the psychology of the
human individual, focusing on topics having
to do with biological processes; sensation
and perception; consciousness; learning;
memory; thought and language; and
motivation and emotion. This course will also
provide an overview of how psychology
developed and the research methods
used in psychology. Through this course,
students will gain an understanding of
human behaviour and will become critical
consumers of information that is available
through the media and other sources.
Instructor TBD		
- C10 CRN 20968		

May 1 to 23
MTWR 1300-1545

Ian MacAusland-Berg
- L70 CRN 20928		

July-August
TR 1900-2145
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Statistics

STAT 100-C40 Elementary Statistics for Applications

PSYC 230-L60 Perspectives on
Personality
Susan Weir		
CRN 20853		

August
MTWR 0900-1145

An integrative course examining various
perspectives on the study of the person.

PSYC 270-C30 Human Information
Processing
Instructor TBD
CRN 20626		

June
MTWR 1300-1545

Look at how people attend, encode,
represent and understand, as well as
solve problems, make decisions, and
communicate their thoughts. It involves
an assessment of current theoretical issues
and experimental methodology. Whenever
possible, links to real-life situations will be
considered.

Instructor TBD		
CRN 20823			

May-June
MTWR 1100-1230

Topics covered include descriptive statistics, probability, the normal distribution, and basic
techniques of statistical inference (confidence intervals and hypothesis tests for population
means and proportions, one-way analysis of variance), as well as simple linear regression.

STAT 200-C70 Intermediate Statistics for Applications
Instructor TBD		
CRN 20949			

July-August
MTWR 1230-1345

A continuation of STAT 100; inference for two categorical variables; basic multiple linear
regression; two-way analysis of variance; introduction to nonparametric methods; statistical
process control; introduction to survey design.

Did you know...

Spring and summer classes are a great way
to finish up the last of your classes in time for
fall convocation! Last day to apply is July 31.
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Campion & Luther students:
HOW TO REGISTER
01

02

03

Locate your time
ticket in UR SelfService

Book an academic
advising time at
your college

Register either via
UR Self-Service or
with your registrar

A time ticket is your
day and time to
register based on
the number of credit
hours you have
successfully
completed.

Visit your college
registrars a couple
days before your
time ticket for
advice and help
creating your
schedule.

If you’re okay
entering your choices
into UR SelfService yourself, go
ahead! If not, leave
it with us and we will
get you registered.

Registrar offices
Campion, Rooms 301 & 302
306.359.1225 or 306.359.1226
Campion.Registrar@uregina.ca

Academic Office
Luther, Room 200
306.585.5444
lutherreg@uregina.ca

Heather Antonini & Ian Kutarna

Tatum Cruise & Karen Prior
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